Pulsed Plasmoid Engines

Moray B. King
What’s in Common?

**Water Powered Car**

**Inert Gas Engine**
Energetic Torus

Micron Size

An Archetype Form
Energetic Torus

Recurring Pattern

- Collapsing Cavitation Bubble
- Plasmoids
- Inert Gas Clusters
- Water Gas Clusters

Coheres Zero-Point Energy (ZPE)
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Main Ideas

1. Zero-Point Energy Exists
2. Self-Organization Can Occur
3. Vortex Ring Plasmoids
4. Exhibit Anomalous Force/Energy
5. Can Cascade into Larger Plasmoids
6. Energetic Matter Clusters
   Become plasmoids when pulsed with high voltage
7. Clusters in Inert Gas or Water
Harvest Energy

1. Heat

2. Electric Pulse

3. Anomalous Force
   “Self-Acceleration”
Internal Combustion Engine
Inefficient

- ~20%
- Inject Fuel + Air
- Ignite Fuel
- Hot Air Expansion
- Moves Piston
- Most Energy Wasted

Explosion
Power stroke
Retrofit
Internal Combustion Engines

- Inject Energetic Clusters
- Abrupt High Voltage
- Makes Plasmoids
- Mutual Repulsion
- Huge Anomalous Force
- Taps Zero-Point Energy
Water Car in Pakistan

Inventor: Waqar Ahmad

Water Car in Pakistan

Physics Professor:

“It violates the laws of thermodynamics”

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20120804/as-pakistan-water-car/
Water Car in Pakistan

Physics Professor:

“It violates the laws of thermodynamics”

Reporter:

“Why all the whining…? Tell me one law in Pakistan that has not been violated?”

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20120804/as-pakistan-water-car/
Denny Klein in the News

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Rb_rDkwGnU
YouTube: Water Fuel

About 500,000 Videos

Chevron Technology Video
Chevron is using steamflood to extend the oil supply. Watch Video.
by Chevron | 14,815 views

PEM Electrolyser on sale - Start creating pure hydrogen gas
Visit www.h2sunlight.com
by H2Sunlight | 50,131 views

Water Fuel Car
A car that runs on water!
by Hefewezien | 6 years ago | 3,652,152 views

Salt Water Fuel
An accidental discovery of salt water fuel while doing cancer research
by ChelseyTang | 5 years ago | 741,390 views

Water fuel.
This little engine has been retrofit with a device that takes the waste heat from an engine and uses it to make hydrogen out of tap water. This ...
by eternalistasurfer | 6 years ago | 1,127,827 views
HHO Games

HHO Games & Exposition, Inc.
A Florida Non-Profit Educational Organization
PROUDLY PRESENTS

2010 HHO SUMMER GAMES

http://hhogames.com/
Dry Cell Kits

Gaskets Separate Plates
Anton Cell

1 mm Gap

http://anton-shop.com/
Anton Cell Feeds Water at Bottom

http://anton-shop.com/
Water as Fuel (via ZPE)
Stirling Allen

Names for the Gas

- Brown’s Gas
- HHO (Atomic hydrogen, oxygen)
- Hydroxy
- Oxy-hydrogen

2:1 Mixture $H_2$ and $O_2$
Names for Secondary Gas

- Charged Water Gas Clusters
- Electrically Expanded Water
- Ohmasa Gas
- SG Gas (Suartt & Gourley)
Nearly Everyone Believes

The Energy is from Hydrogen
Electrolysis

Cannot Yield Excess Energy
Violates Thermodynamics

Electrolysis:
\[ \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{E}_1 \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + \text{O}_2 \]

Combustion:
\[ \text{H}_2 + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{E}_2 \]

Energy:
\[ \text{E}_1 > \text{E}_2 \]
What is the energy source?
Zero-Point Energy Exists
Maxwell’s Ether
Michelson-Morley Interferometer
Energetic Vacuum

\[ \Delta E \Delta t > \hbar \]

Uncertainty Principle

Pair Production
Zero-Point Energy: Basis


The Zero-Point Energy is a Turbulent Virtual Plasma

“Quantum Foam”

Electric flux enters and leaves our 3D space through mini virtual particles that constantly appear and disappear.
Can Self-Organization be Triggered in the Quantum Foam?
Entropy
Everything decays to randomness
Self-Organization Occurs
Ilya Prigogine

Under certain conditions self-organization may occur.
System Self-Organization

- Nonlinear
- Far From Equilibrium
- Energy Flux
ZPE from Hyperspace Flux

Incoherent Fluctuations

Polarized Vacuum

Elementary Particle

Flatland Slot
Everything Emerges from Collectives

A Different Universe
REINVENTING PHYSICS FROM THE BOTTOM DOWN
Robert B. Laughlin
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS
Principles for Cohering The Zero-Point Energy

• Highly Nonlinear System

• Abruptly Drive Far From Equilibrium

• Maximize ZPE Interaction Using
  – Ions
  – Vortex Forms
Vacuum Polarization
Conduction Electron Cloud

In equilibrium with ZPE
Vacuum Polarization of Nucleus

Can trigger self-organization in ZPE
Ion Surge

Bends Zero-Point Energy Flux
Exotic, Coherent Vacuum States in Quantum Electrodynamics arise from heavy ion collisions

Plasma Ion Acoustic Oscillations

Manifest Energetic Anomalies
Ion Acoustic Activity
Triggers Plasma
Self-Organizational Modes

- Large radiant energy absorption
- High frequency spikes
- Runaway electrons
- Anomalous plasma heating


http://www.docstoc.com/docs/20905243/
Ball Lightning Plasmoid

Electron Spiral Toroid

http://www.electronpowersystems.com/Technology.htm
Helical Flow in Plasmoid Vortex Ring Filament

Force Free Vortex Yields Natural Stability

Plasmoids Cohere
Zero-Point Energy

Energetic Torus
The Resonance Project
Nassim Haramein

Double Torus Dynamic

http://resonance.is/
Double Torus Dynamic

Nassim Haramein

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyqBnd3Xwck
Primer Fields, David LaPoint

Dual Torus Fields

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EPlyiW-xGl
Primer Fields, David LaPoint

Bowl Shaped Magnets Guide Plasma Forms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EPlyiW-xGl
Force Free Time Harmonic Plasmoids

ZPF Stabilized

Jack Nachamkin

Hyper-Torus

4 Dimensional Rotation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urcyn8niO8I
Hyper-Torus Plasmoid

Ortho-Rotates ZPE Flux

Flatland Slot
Abrupt Electric Discharge

Matter Torus → Plasmoid

Ortho-Rotates ZPE Flux
Experimental Evidence
Ken Shoulders

1927  –  June 6, 2013

http://news.newenergytimes.net/2013/07/10/kenneth-radford-shoulders-86/
Ken Shoulders
Launching Charge Cluster


http://www.svn.net/krscfs
Liquid Metal Protuberance

Glow Plasma

Point Cathode

Mesyats, Proc. 17th Int. Sym. on Discharges and Electrical Insulation in Vacuum, 720 (1996)
Explosive Emission

Glow Plasma

Liquid Metal Tip

Point Cathode
Pure EV Launcher

Liquid Metal Restores Cathode Tip

Electrum Validum (EV)
Exotic Vacuum Object (EVO)

$10^{11}$ Electrons

$10^6$ Ions

e/m Ratio like electron

Contains excessive energy

Ken Shoulders, [http://wwwsvn.net/krscfs](http://wwwsvn.net/krscfs)
EV Chains

Ken Shoulders

http://www.svn.net/krscfs/Permittivity%20Transitions.pdf
Positive EV

Charge/Mass Ratio Like Positron

Ken Shoulders

http://wwwsvn.net/krcsf/Permittivity%20Transitions.pdf
Dual EV

Ken Shoulders

http://wwwsvn.net/krscfs/Permittivity%20Transitions.pdf
Black EV

Electric Pulse Reactivates It

Ken Shoulders
http://www.svn.net/krscfs/Permittivity%20Transitions.pdf
Charge Cluster Anomalies

- Adhere to dielectrics
- Many can clump into “necklace” formation
- Bore holes in ceramics (aluminum oxide)
- Disruption of electron bonds appears like melting
- Element Transmutation
- Radioactivity Reduction

Ken Shoulders, [http://www.svn.net/krscfs](http://www.svn.net/krscfs)
Clusters Coherently Combine

Vortex Flow

Vortex Ring Flow
Cascade Creates Large EV

EV Launchers

Anode
Cascade Discharge

Pure Unipolar Switch
Creates Large Ball Lightning (EV)
Shoot EV Into Water Vortex

Ceramic Block → Bore Hole

“EV Water Gun” → Powerful Pulse
Energetic Vortex Coheres ZPE

- Plasma Vortex
- Ion Vortex
- Charge Cluster Vortex

Entrains “Aether” into Vortex
The Charge Sheath Vortex
Self-Organized Structure for the Tornado

http://www.peter-thomson.com/tornado/
Tornado from Charge Vortex

http://www.thunderbolts.info/
Vortex Implosion
Aerodynamic Air Turbine Engine

Karl Haskell
Ron Rockwell
Rockwell Scientific Research

http://www.rexresearch.com/karlaate/karlaate.htm
Energetic Clusters Can Form in Inert Gases
Inert Gas Clusters
(Rare Gas, Noble Gas)

- Helium
- Neon
- Argon
- Krypton
- Xeon
- Radon
Rare Gas Clusters: Enhanced Explosions and Dissociations

Laser excitation causes clusters to explode

Abrupt release of kinetic energy

Magic Numbers of Large Rare Gas Clusters

• Argon, krypton and xenon cluster ions

• Closed-shell icosahedral structures

• Size range $100 < n < 1000$

Josef Papp
Noble Gas Engine

http://www.infinite-energy.com/iemagazine/issue51/papp.html

http://pappengine.com/
Josef Papp Patents

"Method and Means for Generating Explosive Forces"
U.S. #3,680,431 (1972)

"Method and Means of Converting Atomic Energy into Utilizable Kinetic Energy"
U.S. #3,670,494 (1972)

"Inert Gas Fuel, Fuel Preparation Apparatus and System for Extracting Useful Work from the Fuel"
Papp Engine Piston

Open

Radioactive Material

Closed

Vortex Ring Flow

http://www.rexresearch.com/papp/2pappats.htm - 4428193
Replication: Bob Rohner

Plasma Cycle Not Hot Air Driven

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fd-coQ84XU
Dannel Roberts
Rotary Noble Gas Engine

http://particlemechanics.com/discovery_roberts_rotary_engine.htm
http://pesn.com/2013/05/02/9602305_Roberts-Rotary-Noble-Gas-Engine_Bebut/
Replication: John Rohner

“Plasmic Transition Process”

No Radioactive Material

Successful?

http://www.inteligentry.com/
John Rohner
Inteligentry Raided by FBI

Las Vegas, Nevada    March 6, 2013

Suppression or Fraud?

Sterling Allan, 12 Concerns


http://pesn.com/2012/08/18/9602162_My_Visit_to_Inteligentry/
Replication: Russ Gries

Extraordinary Science & Technology, p29, Jan 2013

Energetic Clusters Can Form in Water
Water Arc Explosions

Peter Graneau photographed plasmoid

Frank Znidarsic, Ball Lightning

http://www.angelfire.com/scifi2/zpt/chapter2.html
Electrodynamic Explosions in Liquids

Peter Graneau

Abrupt Capacitor Discharge
Propelled Weight Upward
Measured Excess Force
Blew Out Bolts

Electrically Induced Explosions in Water

Gary Johnson

Weights Propelled Up Guide Wires
Confirmed Excess Force and Energy

Proc. 27th IECEC, Vol. 4, 4.335 (1992)
Harold Aspden

  - Enormous explosive effects found from pulsed ion discharges in pure water

  - Force on ions = \((M/m)i^2\)

http://www.aspden.org/reports/Es8/Rep8.htm
Water Explosion as Fuel

http://tesla3.com/free_websites/water_explosion.html
Stanley Meyer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QH32STcxveo
Water Fuel Injector Plug

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7BAODqqcpQ
Meyer Water Injector

1 Water
2 Ionized Air
3 Rare Gas (argon)

Canada Patent # 2,067,735

http://www.rexresearch.com/meyerhy/2067735.htm
Meyer Water Injector

Canada Patent # 2,067,735

http://www.rexresearch.com/meyerhy/2067735.htm
Meyer Water Injector

Canada Patent # 2,067,735

http://www.rexresearch.com/meyerhy/2067735.htm
Brown’s Gas
Pre-Energize the Water in Electrolyzer

- Brown’s Gas
- Not Just Hydrogen + Oxygen
- Secondary Gas:
  - “Electrically Expanded Water”
  - Charged Water Gas Clusters
Yull Brown
Welding

U.S. Patent 4,014,777 (1977)
Cool Flame

130 deg C

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wYY1V46YDQ
Does Not Boil Water

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK85QQPAuiU
Vaporizes Tungsten

Melt 6192 deg F  Sublimate 10031 deg F

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQ0yQKl6M-Q
# Temperatures

## Tungsten

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fahrenheit</th>
<th>Celsius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melt</td>
<td>6192</td>
<td>3422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaporize</td>
<td>10031</td>
<td>5555</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Browns Gas | 266  | 130 |

## Torches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fahrenheit</th>
<th>Celsius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetylene</td>
<td>5972</td>
<td>3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen arc</td>
<td>7232</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanogen</td>
<td>8477</td>
<td>4525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicyanacetylene</td>
<td>9009</td>
<td>4987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brown’s Gas Anomalies

• Cool flame
• Sublimates tungsten
• Cuts wood, metal, ceramics
• Claims of element transmutation
• Adheres to matter (electrically polarized)

Electrically Expanded Water

ExW

Electric Shock
Implodes to Water
“Liquid Crystal” Structure

Discovered 1996

George Wiseman

Ronald Mitchell

Electrically Expanded Water

Smart Scarecrow Show     Oct 4, 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=biSlwFd5hdA
Water Cluster Gas is Heavier Than Air
Balloon Test

Fill balloon with gas
Wait, (hydrogen leaks away)
Balloon falls to ground

Still exhibits balloon torch
Paper Bag Test

Fill paper bag with gas.
Seal bag shut.
Wait 12 hours, hydrogen vents away.
Open bag.
Heavier than air gas remains.
Gas can be ignited.
Open Container

George Wiseman

Burns downward in an imploding ring

Action Item: Chemistry Departments

• Create Brown’s Gas
• Vent Away the Hydrogen
• Does Remaining Gas “Burn?”
• What is it?
Brown’s Gas Measurements
Chris Eckman

Electron Density (EDMA)

• Not Diatomic Hydrogen
• Not Monoatomic Hydrogen
• Gaseous Water with Excess Electrons

Thermal Imaging (InfraCAM SD)

• Flame Temperature 130 C (266 F)

Cavitation Makes Water Cluster Gas
How Water Cavitation
Creates Microscopic Craters
Carves Trenches
Transmutes Elements
Creates Charged Water Clusters
Manifests Excess Energy

http://nanospireinc.com/
Sonoluminescence

Water + Argon or Xenon
Ultrasonic Excitation
Blue Light: If Thermal > 10,000 K
Abrupt Scalar Compression
ZPE Coherence

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sonoluminescence
Torus Cavitation Bubble

Forms Near Surface

http://nanospireinc.com/
Collapsing Cavitation Bubble

Launches Reentrant Jet

http://nanospireinc.com/
Reentrant Jet Formation

Internal Pressure: Over 300000 psi

New Solid State: Macro-ionic Water Crystal
Reentrant Jet Water Crystal

Plasma Bow Shock Wave: ZPE Coherence

Mark LeClair  http://nanospireinc.com/
Water Crystal Structure

Down Axis: Covalent Bonds

Across Plane: Hydrogen Bonds

Mark LeClair  http://nanospireinc.com/
Water Crystal Structure 3D

Mark LeClair  http://nanospireinc.com/
Macroionic Water Crystal Imprint

Mark LeClair  http://nanospireinc.com/
Cuts Diamond

Channel Cut by the LeClair Effect from Crystalized Cavitation Reentrant Jets in Water

Hole Cut by Directed Cavitation Reentrant Jet Impacts

Mark LeClair  http://nanospireinc.com/
LeClair Effect

Bow Shock – ZPE Coherence
Like Shoulder’s EVO
Manifests Self-Acceleration
Causes Nuclear Reactions
Long Water Crystal Can Close Into Loop

Positive Head Attaches to Negative Tail
Reentrant Jet Water Crystal

Axis Linear Chains

...ＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨＯＨО...
Chris Eckman

Plasma Orbital Expansion of the Electrons in Water

Linear Water Isomer with Extra Electrons

Proc. NPA, vol. 6, no. 2 (2010)
Chris Eckman

Plasma Orbital Expansion of the Electrons in Water

Linear Water Stable in Rydberg Cluster

Proc. NPA, vol. 6, no. 2 (2010)
Rydberg Matter

Meta-stable Cold Plasma

D orbital electrons - high energy state

Small Ring: Seed of Water Cluster Gas

Stable Under 0.5 Microns

Mark LeClair  http://nanospireinc.com/
Rydberg Matter, Water Cluster

Electrons in Outer d Orbitals

Meta-Stable Torus Form

Can Polarize

Hydrogen
When Sparked Ring Converts to EVO

Water Crystal Ring → Plasmoid
Electromagnetic Pulse from Clustered Water
Gerald Pollack
Electrically Structured Water

Summary, so far

Liquid crystalline
Negative charge
Excludes solutes
(Non-dipolar?)

may extend far

very

200 mV ~500 microns

TED Talk: Electrically Structured Water

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HM1fgLSE2c
Spark of Life Water

Danae Harding and the Roths

Danae

Vernon

Bria

http://ancienttek.com/
Spark Of Life Water

29 People Holding Hands Simultaneously Feel Shock

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8ZU54r8YRU
Polarized Water Cluster Chain

Supports Charge Separation
AquaMEGA Shocker Bottle

AquaMEGA remnant web site:
http://www.remnantsaints.com/AlternativeUtilities/AquaMEGA/about/shocker_bottle/
Aetheric Energy Charges Water

Story of AquaMEGA
by Sterling Allan

- Mysterious Inventor
- Modified Electrolyzer
- Spinning Magnets
- Bluish Light
- Triggered Geiger Counter

http://pesn.com/2006/04/14/9600259_Modified_Joe_Cell/
Aetheric Energy Charging
Vinny Pinto

Inventor: Al Sinclair
Alkaline Battery
Concentric Cylinders (like Joe Cell)
High Voltage Coil
Charging Cabinet

Dave Lawton

Replicated Stan Meyer’s Electrolyzer

Patrick Kelly, http://www.free-energy-info.co.uk/ Chap 10, p 114
Lawton Driver with Coil and Load

Patrick Kelly, [http://www.free-energy-info.co.uk/](http://www.free-energy-info.co.uk/) Chap 10, p132
“Cold Current” Electricity
Dave Lawton

Ron Stiffler

Water-Gas from High Voltage Polarization Oscillations

Diode in Distilled Water

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EGtu9AtdcE
Many Successful Electrolyzers Cavitate the Water

(Inadvertently)
How to Cavitate

- Electrolysis Gas in tight gaps
- Venturi Vacuum
- Blow Air through Gaps
- Oscillate Electric Field, PWM
- Vibrate Mechanically
- Sonic, Ultrasonic
How to Cavitate

Electrolysis Gas in Narrow Gaps
Electrodes Have Rough Surface
Paul Zigouras

Electrolyzer

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/paulzigouras.htm
Zigouras Electrodes

316L Stainless Steel Plates
Spacing 0.6 mm

Zigouras Sand Blasting

45 Degree Angle

40 – 45 Grit Silicon Carbide

Makes Barbed Sharp Edge Craters

316L Stainless Steel Plate
Zigouras Media Blaster
Zigouras Electrodes

Walter McNichols

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkT9TpdIVzs
Vacuum of Venturi Feed
How to Cavitate

Blow Air Through Gaps
Blow air through electrolyzer

Holes in plates (not shown)

Peter Lowrie
http://waterpoweredcar.com/archieblue.html
How to Cavitate

Mechanical Vibration
Ohmasa Gas

Mechanical Vibration 100 Hz
Parallel Plate Electrolyzer
Stored gas under pressure, 2 years

Torch
Runs Engine
No Air Input

Ohmasa Gas

Manifests as Fog

White smoke is generated by electrifying water.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUPE0Z9V82E
How to Cavitate

Oscillating Electric Field
Pulsed Waveforms
Xogen Power, Inc.
Xogen Technologies, Inc.

http://www.xogen.ca
Stephen Barrie Chambers

U.S. Patents:
6,126,794 (2000)
6,419,815 (2002)
6,790,324 (2004)

Xogen Power Inc.
Toroidal Coil

Under Water
1500 turns
19 Hz

Induced Electric Field

$E = - \frac{\partial A}{\partial t}$

Charge water clusters oscillate with E field
Causes turbulence in water
How to Cavitate

Sonic, Ultrasonic Vibrations
Water Fuel with Piezoelectric

Ultrasonic Water Fogger

Add Zinc Oxide Crystals
In Wettable Envelope

http://www.overunity.com/index.php?topic=10388.0;wap2
Piezoelectrochemical Effect

University of Wisconsin

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jz100027t
Improvement:

Sputter Water
To Both Cavitate It
And Charge It by
Electrostatic Rubbing
T.V. Prevenslik
Bubbles and Steam Electricity

http://www.esdjournal.com/techpapr/prevens/previndx.htm
Thundercloud Dynamics

http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/primer/lightning/ltg_basics.html
Van de Graaff Generator

- Comb
- Charge taken by pointed electrode
- Plastic roller
- Spherical metal cover
- Pointed electrode produces charge by friction or high voltage
- Rubber belt
- Plastic roller
- Comb
Circulate Sputtering Water Like Van de Graaff Generator

- Distilled water acts as dielectric belt
- Rough conductive plates act as combs
Sputter Water Across Bottom

Electrolyzer

Pump

Gas

Reservoir
Reed Cavitation

Reservoir

Pump

Electrolyzer

Circulate through Narrow Gaps

Plates Vibrate

Gas
Goal:
Make Self-Running System
Prove New Energy Source
Make Closed Loop System

Motor → Generator → Storage Capacitor → Switching Regulator → D.C. Port

Electrolyzer → Pulse Driver Circuit → Frequency Shifter

Self Running
Two Teams Claimed Success
Ways to Cheat

• Hidden Fuel
  – Alcohol
  – Hydrocarbon on Plates

• Hidden Electric Source

• Metallic Chemical Reaction
  \[ \text{Aluminum} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Al(OH)}_3 + \text{H}_2 \]
Motivation:

Open-Source Projects

Encourage Replication
HybridTech Releases Plans

3.25 KW Troy-Bilt Generator
Self-running for 20 minutes
6 liters/minute HHO
12.5 V DC  30 amps
Extra loads:
  Light bulbs
  Power drill

Steve Eaton

Concentric Cylinder Electrodes

1/32 inch gap

Sokol, You Can Turn Water into Fire, p 87
Eaton Cell
Spiral Monofilament Line
Guides Sputtering Water

Sokol, *You Can Turn Water into Fire*, p 87
Eaton Cells

Sokol, *You Can Turn Water into Fire*, p 98
Oliver & Valentin
Closed-Loop, Self-Running, HHO System

Anton Cell

1 mm Gap

http://anton-shop.com/
Self-running for 8 minutes
Rode on elevator

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMlciNOyo_U
Oliver & Valentin
Finale

Stefan Hartmann
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQ9fyam4whg
Summary
Summary: Zero-Point Energy

- Source of Energy
- Self-Organization Occurs

- Plasmoid, EV, EVO
- Vortex of Plasmoids
Summary: Cavitation

- Reentrant Jet
- Water Crystal
- Forms Ring
- Charged Water Cluster
- Looks Like Fog
Abrupt Electric Discharge

Charged Water Cluster  →  Plasmoid
Summary: Torus Form

Examples:
- Black EV
- Inert Gas Clusters
- Water Gas Clusters
Pulsed Plasmoid Engine

Huge Anomalous Force

Taps Zero-Point Energy
Action Items

• Chemistry Departments:
  – Make Brown’s Gas --- Remove Hydrogen
  – What is the water cluster gas?

• Inventors:
  – Make Self-Running Systems
    • Electrolyzer -- Generators
Remember

Combine Cavitation + Abrupt High Voltage Discharge
Achieve Success:

Share Information

Make A New World
Quest For Zero Point Energy

Engineering Principles For "Free Energy"

Moray B. King

Tapping The Zero-Point Energy

How "Free Energy" and "Anti-Gravity" Might Be Possible with Today's Physics

Moray B. King

www.AdventuresUnlimitedPress.com
THE ENERGY MACHINE
OF
T. HENRY MORAY

Zero-Point Energy & Pulsed Plasma Physics

Moray B. King
Questions?

Download this presentation from

Google: Water Fuel ZPE